Learning "what" and "how" in a human motor task.
We studied the development of implicit and of verbally declared knowledge for normal human subjects who learned an unfamiliar motor task in one learning session. The exploratory nature of motor learning and a special period for optimizing skill were followed in real time. Subjects understood the goal for task success, but they had to learn a motor strategy of what pattern of serial movements to make and the tactics of how much to scale their amplitudes and timing. We compared the time course for acquiring tactical skill with that for acquiring knowledge of strategy and of tactics, and their necessary cues. Implicit and declarative knowledge were distinguished from one another by correlating subjects' verbal self-reports with movement kinematics and their results. Implicit generation of the correct strategy and of the tactics developed in an exploratory manner from the beginning of the learning session. Implicit strategy learning soon gave way to conscious efforts, but tactical learning remained implicit until its first unambiguous verbal declaration (with one exception). First strategy declarations were voiced before those for tactics, during trial-and-error learning that did not require task success, and referred to reversing the direction of hand movements (one exception). In contrast, first declarations of tactics almost always required actual or imminent success, referred to when direction was to be reversed, and it was achieved near the top of a sigmoid learning curve that rose to tactical skill (with one exception). During the sigmoid rise, movement amplitudes and timing were optimized in a distinct manner, although tactics usually adapted thereafter to movements of more moderate speed that could still be successful.